Toward a theory of statistical tree-shape analysis.
To develop statistical methods for shapes with a tree-structure, we construct a shape space framework for tree-shapes and study metrics on the shape space. This shape space has singularities which correspond to topological transitions in the represented trees. We study two closely related metrics on the shape space, TED and QED. QED is a quotient euclidean distance arising naturally from the shape space formulation, while TED is the classical tree edit distance. Using Gromov's metric geometry, we gain new insight into the geometries defined by TED and QED. We show that the new metric QED has nice geometric properties that are needed for statistical analysis: Geodesics always exist and are generically locally unique. Following this, we can also show the existence and generic local uniqueness of average trees for QED. TED, while having some algorithmic advantages, does not share these advantages. Along with the theoretical framework we provide experimental proof-of-concept results on synthetic data trees as well as small airway trees from pulmonary CT scans. This way, we illustrate that our framework has promising theoretical and qualitative properties necessary to build a theory of statistical tree-shape analysis.